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The winter season is an excellent time to prune most deciduous trees. Moore’s Dan Klindera, Arborist and 
Branch Manager of Moore’s City Commercial Division, offers expert insight on the benefits of dormant 
pruning plus practices to help your trees flourish. 

The top 5 reasons to prune during winter:

The Moore You Know

Winter Pruning is Ideal for Risk Reduction and Tree Health

1. Branch structure is easier to see 
without leaves impeding the 
view. Also, arborists can move 
around more easily in the trees.

2. Pests that carry diseases are 
also dormant. Pruning wounds 
attract insects, so pruning when 
insects are dormant reduces the 
risk of infection. 

3. Most fungal diseases prefer 
wet weather and temperatures 
in the 50-60°F range, so winter 
pruning minimizes the spread of 
the deadly Dutch elm disease, 
oak wilt, and Cytospora 
disease.

4. In spring when growth begins, 
the tree won’t waste energy 
supporting marginal limbs or 
an excessively heavy load for its 
root system.

5. When deciduous trees are 
pruned significantly during 
the growing season, the tree 
correspondingly reduces its 
root growth. If moderating 
tree growth is a goal (e.g., the 
tree is planted in a tight spot), 
then summer is a great time 
to prune those specimens. 
For other deciduous trees 
that have adequate room for 

growth, dormant pruning is 
recommended to preserve root 
growth.

Dan Klindera  
Arborist and Branch Manager

Moore’s City Commercial Division
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What NOT to prune in winter

Spring-flowering trees and shrubs should not be 
pruned during the dormant season, as pruning will 
remove most or all of the flower buds. Instead, these 
plants are typically pruned after blooming and before 
buds set for the following year. 

Pruning practices that reduce risk and 
enhance tree health

“Tree pruning is an essential maintenance task that 
helps trees maintain healthy growth habits and 
minimizes the risk of property damage or personal 
injury due to branch or tree failure,” says Klindera.

Different types of pruning are recommended based 
on each tree’s needs. Pruning practices that may be 
recommended for your trees are briefly described 
below.

 ⊲ Structural pruning
For younger or recently planted trees, it’s 
especially important to establish proper structure 
to promote longevity of the tree. Poor structure 
means the tree is more susceptible to storm 
damage or has a limb that interferes with 
buildings, power lines, or line of sight. Poor 
structure can be corrected more easily when the 
tree is young, thereby avoiding disfigurement 
when the tree is older.

 ⊲ Safety pruning or hazard reduction
Safety pruning is performed to reduce the hazards 
of heavy branches and remove weak branch 
connections or limbs that interfere with structures 
and pedestrian or vehicular traffic.

 ⊲ Sanitation pruning
Sanitation pruning is performed for pest control 
and to minimize the risk or spread of diseases. 
This type of pruning includes removal of diseased 
limbs or infected trees and thinning a tree to allow 
more sunlight into the crown. Sanitation pruning 
increases the air flow through the canopy and can 
result in less need for pesticides. 

Spring-flowering trees and shrubs are typically not 
pruned during the dormant season to avoid removing 

most or all of the flower buds.

Structural pruning establishes proper structure for 
younger trees and promotes healthy growth habits.



 ⊲ Crown cleaning and thinning
Crown cleaning involves removal of broken and 
dead limbs, often performed to clean up storm 
damage. Crown thinning is preemptive and is 
especially important for trees regularly subjected 
to strong winds or those with a limited root zone 
such as rooftop gardens, raised beds, or tree pits. 
Crown thinning reduces the wind sail of the crown 
and minimizes the risk of tree upheaval. 

 ⊲ Rejuvenation pruning
Rejuvenation pruning involves more significant 
branch removal. In some cases, entire shrubs 
are cut to about one-foot in height, so the plant 
has a strong flush of regrowth in the spring. 
Rejuvenation pruning can also entail a substantial 
pruning operation spread over a few years. 

 ⊲ Tree removal
If a tree needs to be removed, winter is a great 
time to do so when it has much less leaf debris. 
Plus, when the ground is frozen it’s easier to 
access trees for both removal and stump grinding 
without damaging other nearby plants. Fewer 
pedestrians are outdoors in winter, so there’s less 
safety risk or disruption to users’ enjoyment of the 
landscape.

The #1 recommendation for tree health: root invigoration
“Tree root care is just as important 
to tree health as tree pruning,” 
says Klindera. “Every tree benefits 
from root invigoration.”

Root invigoration, also known as 
vertical mulching, reduces soil 
compaction and creates a healthy 
root environment. 

The process starts with a soil 
test to evaluate nutrient and 
contaminant levels. Soils are 
aerated with an air tool that 
minimizes root damage while 
loosening the soil and promoting 
better drainage and air circulation. 
Then soils are amended with bio-
char (which absorbs toxins and 
promotes better soil structure) and 
fertilizer to replenish nutrients. 

Root invigoration can be 
performed during spring, summer 
or fall, provided soil moisture is 
not too muddy or too dry. In the 
meantime, winter is the perfect 
time to complete dormant pruning 
and put your trees on the path to 
excellent health and longevity.

Crown thinning is especially important for trees regularly 
subjected to strong winds and those with a limited root 
zone such as rooftop gardens, raised beds or tree pits.
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